ROYAL OIL CO.
SPECIALTY LUBRICANTS

TIREGO
Multi-functional Puncture Seal

Fast Acting Puncture Seal
Built with Synthetic Fibers
Lowers Tire Temperatures
Prevents Bead Welds
Prevents Rim Rust
Cold Weather Capable

“The puncture seal is what
gets the initial attention of
customers. But it’s the
ability to prevent bead
welds and lower temperatures that makes TIREGO
a must have for anyone
running heavy equipment.”

This is the one. TIREGO is a product that blows
past the competition and trust us, there are
many “tire and rim” products available. TIREGO is specially formulated using a propriety
blend of fluids and synthetic fibers. While
TIREGO is known for its impressive and rapid
puncture seal ability, there are two features
that save large tire operators thousands of dollars each year. TIREGO is design to displace
heat while large tires are in use, thus extending
the life of the tire itself, as prolonged increases
in temperature rob tires of their pliable characteristics. Furthermore, TIREGO is designed to
prevent bead welds in large industrial and ag
tires, saving the tire from being damaged during removal for repairs. As a final bonus, TIREGO helps prevent rust and corrosion of metal
rims, confirming once again it is a must have.

TIREGO
SPECIALTY LUBRICANTS

Product Specifications

Please consult Royal Oil Co.’s TIREGO Quantity Sheet for tire size– TIREGO ratio.
For Manual configuration, please use the following method of determining amount of TIREGO to be used:
Measure circumference of outside of tire (in inches). Multiply circumference by bead head measurement.
Divide answer by 144. Multiply answer by .25 to determine number of pints of TIREGO needed.

TIREGO PUMP
Lightweight and durable aluminum body. Piston and cylinder precision machined offering smooth continuous operation.
Pump Delivers 1/2 pint with each complete stroke, easily, and effortlessly
Built for years of service.

Sharing lubricant knowledge and delivering the highest quality products, two
things we promise our customers. The difference will change how you view,
purchase and utilize greases and oils from here forward.

Family owned and operated since 1926.
842 N. Main St.
Fort Worth, TX 76164
(800) 332-1926
sales@royaloilus.com
www.royaloilus.com

